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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1641: Bidding Farewell 

Coldfeather’s words made quite a few elders all secretly lower their heads, faces revealing looks of 

shame. 

The elders present who had received Ye Yuan’s grace were really not in the minority. 

After all, Ye Yuan was a freakish existence among Three-star Alchemy Gods, who had once overpowered 

Second Elder Ruo Xu. 

These elders, whose family did not have a few disciples that they were proud of? 

Seeking pills for disciples that they were proud of, this was something quite normal. 

It was just that no matter how powerful Ye Yuan was, he was merely a Three-star Alchemy God too. 

They could be grateful for Ye Yuan’s favor for some time, but it was impossible to be grateful for life. 

If no one mentioned it, they would even forget about this. 

Coldfeather suddenly mentioning this made quite a few people feel ashamed. 

Ruo Xu saw that the momentum was not right and hurriedly spoke up, “Martial Granduncle’s words are 

a little inappropriate. Everybody here isn’t dropping a rock down the well. We’re just discussing the 

matter as it is. Everyone is just discussing about Ye Yuan’s position as an elder and not about doing 

anything to him. After all, an Origin Deity Realm serving as an elder doesn’t conform with the rules to 

begin with!” 

With Ruo Xu saying so, everyone hurriedly concurred. 

“Yeah, yeah, even if Ye Yuan he doesn’t serve as an elder, he’s still a disciple of our Heavenly Eagle 

Imperial City!” 

“With Ye Yuan’s means, he can also live very comfortably in the imperial city. After all, everyone needs 

rank three divine pills, right?” 

“It’s not that we don’t cherish human relationship, but that the indignant voices in the Pill Tower and 

Martial Tower right now are too many. So there’s no helping it.” 

... 

Coldfeather gave a cold snort, angered until he no longer spoke. 

He also knew that what these elders said was the truth. 

It was just that if Ye Yuan lost the position of elder, his days in the future would probably be difficult. 

Comfortable? 

Afraid that it was impossible. 
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Coldfeather was rescued by Ye Yuan, so he was very grateful toward him to begin with. 

Later, Ye Yuan also helped Zheng Qi to kill Gao Yuan, avenging the enmity of his disciple, Wu Xingtang. 

Coldfeather viewed Ye Yuan even more in a different light. 

Seeing Ye Yuan encounter difficulty, he was very upset in his heart. 

At this time, an elder on the Martial Tower’s side suddenly opened his mouth and said, “Origin Deity 

Realm serving as an elder, it’s indeed inappropriate! I feel that Ye Yuan’s position of elder should be 

taken away for the time being. If he can break through to the Divine Lord Realm, restoring the position 

of elder isn’t too late!” 

The moment this person spoke, everyone burst into an uproar. 

Because this elder was none other than precisely the Ning Family’s family head, Ning Zhiyuan. 

In everyone’s view, the Ning Family’s relationship with Ye Yuan should be very close. Nobody would 

have expected Ning Zhiyuan to viciously give Ye Yuan a push at this juncture. 

Xuan Yu was also greatly surprised and said angrily, “Ning Zhiyuan!” 

Ning Zhiyuan was unmoved and said coolly, “Head Elder, we, as the imperial city’s elders, naturally have 

to consider the development of the imperial city. The Ning Family is indeed close to Ye Yuan, but Ye 

Yuan this elder has already affected the imperial city’s normal operations! I feel that we should take 

away his position as an elder!” 

Ruo Xu had a broad smile on his face. Now, apart from Xuan Yu and Coldfeather, virtually no one stood 

on Ye Yuan’s side. 

Ye Yuan as an elder, this had definitely come to an end. 

Coldfeather also did not expect that the matter was already serious to this kind of degree. 

He was just about to fly off the handle, but he saw Ye Yuan smile faintly and said, “I feel that Elder Ning’s 

words make sense. This Ye has been unable to break through for a long time. It’s indeed not suitable to 

serve the position of elder anymore. Today, Grand Elder is present, so I’ll resign from my position of 

elder.” 

Ye Yuan’s words made everyone dazed, including Ruo Xu. 

He even thought that Ye Yuan would struggle fiercely on just grounds. He did not expect that Ye Yuan 

would directly take a step back. 

One had to know, this position of elder signified far too many things. 

Once resigned, he would not have such an easy time in Heavenly Eagle Imperial City anymore. 

Coldfeather frowned and said, “Ye Yuan, what are you messing around for?!” 

Xuan Yu also said, “Ye Yuan, this isn’t a trifling matter!” 



Ye Yuan gave them a glance gratefully and said with a smile, “The position of an elder is merely fleeting 

clouds to me. This Ye still has more important things to do. Coming to the elders meeting today, this Ye 

is also here to bid farewell to everybody.” 

The moment these words came out, even He Chong was greatly surprised too. He said, “You’re leaving 

Heavenly Eagle Imperial City?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “This Ye keeps failing to break through, so I plan on going out to train for a 

while, and seek the opportunity to break through.” 

He Chong also nodded when he heard that and said, “Not bad, young people have the fortitude, going 

out to broaden your experiences is also good.” 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s calm appearance, Ruo Xu had a feeling of punching onto cotton. 

He discovered that Ye Yuan really did not care about this position of elder. 

Suddenly, he thought of a matter and said in a solemn voice, “Ye Yuan, you want to go, you can. But you 

must leave behind the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain!” 

He Chong’s gaze sharpened and started flickered incessantly. 

The prowess of the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain, he had long heard of it. 

It was said that this Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain’s grade was undetermined, with limitless 

potential. 

Ye Yuan relied on the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain and killed three ninth-layered heaven Divine 

Lord powerhouses. Its power was evident at a glance. 

But Ruo Xu’s words made his heart somewhat palpitate with excitement. 

The moment Coldfeather heard, he was greatly enraged and said, “Ruo Xu punk, what do you mean? 

300 years ago, Ye Yuan overcame the raging tides alone, saving the lives of over a dozen elders and 

deacons. But now, you want to covet his Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain?” 

Ruo Xu said, “Back then, the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain was born, obtaining the treasure was 

everybody’s credit. But Ye Yuan took the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain as his own! It’s also useless 

for this old man to want the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain. It’s just that if Grand Elder and City Lord 

obtain the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain, then it will be akin to adding wings to a tiger. Our Heavenly 

Eagle Imperial City’s strength will get even stronger as well! Moreover, Ye Yuan’s strength is so weak, 

bringing such a precious treasure on him, if it gets stranded outside, wouldn’t it be a huge loss to my 

Heavenly Eagle Imperial City?” 

Ruo Xu’s words were said to He Chong. He Chong also fell silent and did not speak when he heard it. 

Clearly, he was moved. 

But Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Ruo Xu, you’re really shameless enough! Natural treasures are obtained 

by those fated. Back then, I snatched this treasure from the hands of three Celestial Deity powerhouses. 



According to the imperial city’s rules, it’s my private property to begin with! Now, you’re asking for it, 

where’s the logic?” 

He Chong’s heart turned cold when he heard it. Ye Yuan said it lightly, but he discerned it. 

Ye Yuan was telling him that for him to be able to obtain this treasure from the hands of three Celestial 

Deity powerhouses, he naturally had the ability to protect it! 

Even if you all want to forcefully rob it, it would not do either! 

For an Origin Deity Realm martial artist to dare be so unbridled, this was a very laughable thing in the 

first place. 

But these veiled words uttered by Ye Yuan were really not impossible! 

The matter back then, he also knew a little bit. 

The fiend race’s Celestial Deity powerhouse made a move and ambushed them. Everyone all thought 

that Ye Yuan had died. However, not only did he not die, he even obtained the treasure in the end. 

Clearly, Ye Yuan had the means to protect himself. 

With this trump card, he did not fear others, even Celestial Deity powerhouses! 

Actually, He Chong was also very perplexed. With Ye Yuan’s terrifying talent, why would he be stranded 

in front of Divine Lord Realm?” 

There was likely something that he did not know involved! 

He Chong had a feeling that once Ye Yuan broke through to the Divine Lord Realm, he would probably 

be like a carp leaping over the dragon gate, becoming a heaven-shocking powerhouse! 

Only after weighing and considering things again and again did He Chong slowly say, “Ye Yuan toiled 

hard and rendered great merits. The Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain belongs to him in the first place, 

don’t mention it again any longer after this!” 

Ruo Xu could not help suffocating when he heard that. Grand Elder actually took a step back! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1642: Pursui 

Ye Yuan’s departure was somewhat shabby. Apart from Xuan Yu’s lineage, Coldfeather, and Zheng Qi, 

there were no others who saw him off. 

Coldfeather patted Ye Yuan’s shoulder and encouraged him, saying, “Kid, you can do it. This old man is 

waiting for the day you leap over the dragon gate.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I’ve never doubted this before.” 

Coldfeather laughed loudly when he heard that and said, “Fine lad, such a composed young man like 

you, it’s still my first time seeing. However, this departure has a long way to go, you have to be more 

careful!” 
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Ordinary geniuses, if they were stuck for so many years at a realm, they would definitely not want to live 

in and abandon themselves to despair. 

But Coldfeather completely could not see this kind of negative emotion on Ye Yuan. 

He was still positive and optimistic, giving people a calm and composed feeling. 

This also gave Coldfeather and the rest a lot of confidence, making them feel that Ye Yuan could 

definitely break through. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Rest assured, this Ye still has some means to protect myself. You guys just 

quietly wait for the news of success. It’s just that, I’m unable to treat Head Elder Zheng Qi for the time 

being.” 

Zheng Qi was currently very under the weather, but he definitely could manage to hang on to his life. 

Hearing that Ye Yuan was leaving, Zheng Qi still insisted on coming to see him off. 

Zheng Qi smiled and said, “If not for you, this old man wouldn’t even be able to save this remnant life. 

Now that Master’s great enmity is avenged, this old man no longer has any attachments in my heart. 

You rest assured and go. Even if this old man holds on, I’ll also have to hold out until the day you 

return!” 

Seeing that Zheng Qi’s mental state was pretty good, Ye Yuan also smiled and nodded. 

At one side, Ning Siyu was very unhappy, and muttered to herself, “Ning Tianping that fellow is really 

ungrateful. Clearly agreed to come and send off, but he actually didn’t.” 

Over 300 years had passed, Ning Siyu also broke through to the Divine Lord Realm already now, 

becoming a Four-star Alchemy God. 

This was also the point that was denounced by everyone. 

Ning Siyu was also considered half a disciple of Ye Yuan. Now, even the apprentice broke through, but 

the master still remained at the Origin Deity Realm. It was simply incurring the ridicule of experts. 

But Ning Siyu herself did not have this kind of thought. She was very grateful to Ye Yuan. 

Without Ye Yuan, it was impossible for her to break through so fast, and even less possible to have her 

present attainments in Alchemy Dao presently. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “If Heaven wishes it to rain or your mother to remarry, there is no way to stop 

it. For you guys to be able to come, I’m already very grateful.” 

A friend in need is a friend indeed! 

How many true friends you had did not depend on how many people surrounded you when you had 

high authority and power. It depended on how many people talked and laughed with you when you fell 

down to the ground from high above. 

Clearly, these people in front of Ye Yuan were his precious friends in Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

But Ning Tianping not coming was somewhat outside of Ye Yuan’s expectations. 



With his understanding of Ning Tianping, he should not be so snobbish. 

Unless he concealed his character too well. 

But a young master like Ning Tianping should not be so profoundly shrewd. 

“Alright, although you escort a guest a thousand miles, the parting comes at last. Everyone, please 

return.” 

Ye Yuan cupped his fists toward everyone, bade farewell, and left. 

... 

In the Martial Tower, two people saw Ye Yuan off with their eyes. 

“Brother Zuo, you are so optimistic about Ye Yuan?” He Chong asked the middle-aged man beside him. 

To be able to make He Chong call Brother Zuo, this person was naturally that Heavenly Eagle Imperial 

City’s City Lord, Zuo Shujie, whose movements and traces were elusive and secretive. 

Zuo Shujie smiled and said, “This boy is definitely not someone who belongs in a shallow pond! What 

does a momentary setback count for? The one who has the last laugh is the true winner.” 

He Chong said in surprise, “Looking at his appearance, he has probably already exhausted his potential. 

Breaking through to the Divine Lord Realm will likely be very difficult. Geniuses like this are also not in 

the minority. In contrast, I still feel holding the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain in hand is a little more 

reliable.” 

Zuo Shujie looked at He Chong, shook his head, and laughed in spite of himself as he said, “Oh, you, take 

a long-term view! Do you think that the treasure on Ye Yuan is only an Origin Magnetic Divine 

Mountain?” 

He Chong’s expression changed and he said, “Oh yeah! It’s because I wasn’t sure, that’s why I didn’t 

act.” 

Zuo Shujie smiled and said, “Luckily, you didn’t make a move. Otherwise, I’d have to personally take 

action to stop you!” 

He Chong said in surprise, “Why is that?” 

Zuo Shujie said, “Back then, when this child was still at the outer city, he attracted my attention. To have 

such terrifying talent in alchemy and martial arts, the secrets on Ye Yuan are definitely far more than 

just an Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain! And he’s greatly different from ordinary young geniuses. He’s 

level-headed, wise and farsighted, take every conceivable possibility into account, and is very broad-

minded. Such a person, his mind is extremely tough, virtually equipped with all the conditions to 

become a peerless powerhouse! With his character, how could he easily put himself in danger?” 

The more He Chong listened, the more alarmed he got, and he said, “Your meaning is?” 

Even though the two people were Celestial Deity powerhouses, in terms of wit and cunningness, he was 

far lacking compared to Zuo Shujie. 



Zuo Shujie said, “Back then, when this seat issued the edict, having him become a Pill Tower elder. If he 

refused, it means that he doesn’t have the strength to protect himself. He possessed a massive secret on 

him. Once he has covetous eyes cast on him by Celestial Deity powerhouses, wouldn’t it incur a deadly 

calamity? But if he agrees, what does that mean?” 

He Chong’s entire body trembled and said, “It means that he has the strength to protect himself without 

fear of us!” 

Zuo Shujie smiled and said, “At least ... we can’t kill him! A person like him, once he can’t be killed, the 

consequences will be very terrifying. That Wu Meng Capital City’s Qin Xiao might be our future 

outcome!” 

He Chong came to a realization, listening until he broke out in a cold sweat, and said, “So that’s how it 

is! It’s still Brother Zuo who considers things long and far! But since that’s the case, there were many 

rumors floating around in the city. Why didn’t you speak up to stop it, or even urge Ye Yuan to stay?” 

Zuo Shujie said, “It’s true that he’s a genius, but he’s just a genius who hasn’t grown up. Keeping him 

behind will only harm him. Moreover, with his personality, even if we want to keep him, we probably 

can’t keep him behind either. Right now, the Divine Lord Realm is clearly a massive hurdle placed in 

front of him. Crossing it, it’s a vast expanse of flat land. Can’t cross it, fade into the crowd! However, 

through these few years of observation, I still have some confidence in him.” 

... 

Ye Yuan did not know that Zuo Shujie’s appraisal of him was actually so high. 

Traveling swiftly along the way, he already traveled as far as a million years. 

Inside a dense forest, Ye Yuan suddenly stopped. 

Ye Yuan suddenly said, “This place is very out-of-the-way, it’s precisely a fine place to kill and rob a 

person of his property. You guys not showing yourselves, when are you waiting for?” 

He did not deploy the Purple Extreme Hall along the way, because the moment he left the city, he 

discovered several tails following behind. 

Sure enough, the moment the voice faded, four figures dashed out of the dense forest, surrounding Ye 

Yuan in the middle. 

A third-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouse who was in the lead said with a cold laugh, “Heh, well-

deserving of being an elder! We really underestimated you!” 

This person, Ye Yuan knew him. He was called Hao Lian, a Martial Tower’s high-level protector, and also 

Lin Dong’s good friend. 

Presumably, the pursuit this time was likely linked to Lin Dong. 

“A third-layered heaven Divine Lord, three second-layered heaven Divine Lords, you guys really think 

highly of this Ye!” Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile. 



Hao Liang had an appearance of cornering Ye Yuan and said with a smile, “Who doesn’t know that even 

though Elder Ye is at the Origin Deity Realm, he has the strength to cut down first-layered heaven Divine 

Lords? Dealing with you, no matter how seriously we take it, it’s not overboard too! But this lineup now, 

killing you should suffice.” 

But Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Isn’t there still one more? Why don’t you have him come out?” 

The moment these words came out, Hao Liang four people’s faces could not help changing. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1643: Tired of Living 

“Kid, you’re still a little inexperienced to want to scare us! If you’re sensible, hurry up and hand over the 

Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain. We’ll make it painless for you.” 

Hao Liang’s expression changed. Only four of them came, so where did this fifth person come from? 

Did this boy make up a non-existence person, wanting to scare them, and then take the opportunity to 

escape? 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Turns out that you’re aiming for the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain. Giving 

you the Origin Magnetic Divine Mountain, can you afford to enjoy it?” 

Hao Liang snorted coldly and said, “That doesn’t need you to worry about! Sure enough, want to scam 

us, is it? Heh heh, where’s the fifth person from?” 

Hao Liang surveyed the four directions and discovered that no one came out, and became even more 

certain of his own guess. 

Ye Yuan was rather surprised too. He even thought that these five people were together, looks like he 

guessed wrong. 

Ye Yuan turned to a direction and said to a large tree coolly, “Still not showing yourself, do you want me 

to invite you out?” 

Finished talking, a figure indeed floated down from the treetop. 

“Ning Tianping!” Hao Liang cried out in shock. 

He did not expect that there was actually really a fifth person existing. 

Ye Yuan was similarly very surprised. He did not expect that this fifth person was actually Ning Tianping. 

Ning Tianping looked at Ye Yuan and said with a helpless look, “Your Excellency, I originally wanted to 

ambush Hao Liang. Now, being called out by you, what am I going to do?” 

Ye Yuan was indifferent and said with a laugh, “Just clay chickens and pottery dogs, why is there a need 

to sneak attack?” 

Ning Tianping chuckled and said, “I knew that Your Excellency had the means. These few fools even 

thought that Your Excellency is easy to bully!” 

These two people chorused together, not taking Hao Liang four people seriously at all. 
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Hao Liang was furious! 

“Ye Yuan, you’re no longer an elder now. Do you really think that you’re impressive? A mere Ning 

Tianping, could he still save you?” Hao Liang said with a cold snort. 

Ning Tianping looked at Hao Liang and said with a disdainful look, “His Excellency’s means, you can 

never imagine it! Even if I don’t come, do you think that you can kill him?” 

Hao Liang smiled coldly and said, “What a joke! A measly Origin Deity Realm, even if he knows spatial 

laws, could it be he still wants to escape alive from the hands of us four? Leave Ning Tianping to me, the 

three of you, kill Ye Yuan for me!” 

“Yes!” the three people answered, swarming over toward Ye Yuan. 

While Hao Liang’s figure moved, charging over toward Ning Tianping. 

Ning Tianping was not the least bit afraid, raising his sword and attacking! 

During these 300 years, Ning Tianping’s strength improvement was not as fast as it used to be anymore. 

He knew that the medicinal effect of the Vastsun Universe Pill already passed. 

A rank three divine pill could not possibly guarantee him for life. 

But dealing with Hao Liang, he was still brimming with confidence. 

The two people’s strengths were evenly matched, unable to determine the victor for some time. 

While the other three second-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouses already surrounded Ye Yuan in 

the middle with a triangle formation. 

“Attack!” 

The three people cooperated tacitly, making a move at the same time, attacking Ye Yuan in three 

directions. 

To an Origin Deity Realm martial artist, this was virtually a certain death situation. 

However, Ye Yuan did not seem to have the intention of dodging and did not even make a move. 

Rumble! 

Suddenly, a loud explosion rang out. 

The horrifying energy undulation made Hao Liang’s side palpitate too. 

A second-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouse was directly blown flying. 

Ye Yuan’s figure drifted out several thousand feet away. 

Bang! 

That second-layered heaven Divine Lord’s corpse landed heavily on the ground. It was as if a heavy 

hammer struck on everyone’s heart. 



The corpse was already a blurry mess of flesh and blood, without any breath. Clearly, he was blasted to 

death. 

Clank! 

Hao Liang and Ning Tianping separated upon contact. He looked at Ye Yuan and said in alarm, “You ... 

You’re mad! You actually ... You actually detonated a divine lord mystic treasure!” 

There’s a world within divine lord mystic treasures, forming a region of space on its own, containing 

world power. 

Once divine lord mystic treasures were destroyed, the world power exploding within an extremely small 

radius, the power was extremely great. 

Even Divine Lord Realm powerhouses would also be certain to die when blasted in close-range by a 

detonated divine lord mystic treasure. 

This second-layered heaven Divine Lord was the nearest to Ye Yuan just now, Ye Yuan directly detonated 

a divine lord mystic treasure. 

It was just that divine lord mystic treasures were extremely precious. Hao Liang only barely managed to 

obtain one after breaking through to become a third-layered heaven Divine Lord. 

This kind of thing, not reaching life and death juncture, who was willing to detonate? 

Furthermore, without a convenient weapon, one’s combat strength would also be greatly diminished. 

The poor second-layered heaven Divine Lord died until he did not know how he died. 

The other two second-layered heaven Divine Lords also arrived successively, suffering varying degrees of 

injuries. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Being able to kill people is enough, why is it crazy?” 

Hao Liang could not help suffocating when he heard that. He did not expect that Ye Yuan would actually 

do such a crazy action. 

“Humph! So what even if you detonate a divine lord mystic treasure? Could it be that you still have a 

second divine lord mystic treasure? If you have the capability, detonate the Origin Magnetic Divine 

Mountain!” 

Hao Liang laughed coldly, but very soon, his smile turned stiff on his face, his expression ugly to the 

extreme, his eyeballs popping out. 

It was only to see Ye Yuan take out another divine lord mystic treasure unhurriedly and started playing 

in his hand. 

“Pfft! Hahaha! Hao Liang, I told you just now. His Excellency’s means are what you can never imagine!” 

Ning Tianping seriously could not hold it in and said with a loud laugh. 

Ye Yuan said with an amused look, “I don’t have much, just a lot of divine lord mystic treasures. Uh ... 

blasting you guys dead eight or ten times shouldn’t be a problem.” 



Hao Liang said with a look of disbelief, “You keep bragging! Do you think that you can use this to scare 

me? When did divine lord mystic treasures become common wares?” 

Just finished talking, Ye Yuan took out another divine lord mystic treasure and said with a grin, “Do you 

believe me or not? Still don’t believe me?” 

While talking, Ye Yuan took out another divine lord mystic treasure. 

Hao Liang completely broke down! 

He strove for no idea how many years for a divine lord mystic treasure. 

But this brat who was not even Divine Lord Realm actually took three out all at once! 

No, wait, counting that one that detonated just now, he actually had four! 

What was wrong with this world? 

When those two second-layered heaven Divine Lords saw this scene, they were overwhelmed by terror. 

It was still their first time experiencing the explosion of divine lord mystic treasures. The power just now 

made them still have lingering fear in their hearts until now. 

“W-We’re not playing anymore!” 

Finished talking, the two people’s figures moved, speeding madly into the distance. 

They were already badly frightened. Another explosion and they definitely would not have bones left. 

The corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth curled slightly and his figure suddenly vanished. 

Rumble! 

Another explosion, two second-layered heaven Divine Lords were directly blown into smithereens. 

The explosion this time was even fiercer than the previous one. 

When Hao Liang saw this scene, he was frightened until his legs turned soft, nearly kneeling down on 

the ground. 

The power of this explosion, even he also did not dare to face it head-on! 

“You ... You’re really a madman! Even if you have quite a few divine lord mystic treasures, you also don’t 

need to be like this, right? They ... They already decided to escape.” 

Hao Liang even had the heart to cry, this brat was simply a demon. 

Now, he wished to give himself several tight slaps! 

How was this him killing people to rob their property? This was simply him being an old person eating 

arsenic, courting death! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1644: Suppression Ancient Heaven Gate. 
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“There’s no helping it. This little lord lacks many things except divine lord mystic treasures. Now, you 

come and taste the explosion of divine lord mystic treasures too.” 

Ye Yuan smiled, his figure suddenly disappearing. 

Hao Liang’s hairs stood on end, directly displaying his movement technique, and was about to leave. 

But how could Ning Tianping give him the chance to escape? 

It was only to see his figure flashed, already blocking his path. 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan already arrived! 

A horrifying energy instantly bloomed. Hao Liang mustered up all the divine essence in his body, wanting 

to resist this explosion. 

Rumble! 

A horrifying energy exploded once more, Hao Liang’s body directly flew out backward. 

Not far away, Ye Yuan’s and Ning Tianping’s figures appeared. 

Ning Tianping’s face had a pale complexion. In that instant just now, he practically thought that he was 

going to die. 

If not for Ye Yuan bringing him away, he probably would not be any better than Hao Liang. 

Even though the flying speed of a third-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouse was extremely fast, and 

he could also utilize shallow spatial laws, Ye Yuan was able to make use of spatial shuttling ability and 

evade the power of this explosion. 

“The remaining is left to you,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“Yes!” 

Ning Tianping answered, directly going up and ending Hao Liang’s life, putting away his divine lord 

mystic treasure and storage ring. 

After tidying up, Ye Yuan looked at Ning Tianping and said, “Why did you follow after?” 

Ning Tianping chuckled and said, “Tianping wants to follow Your Excellency. Even running errands for 

Your Excellency will do as well.” 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said, “I’m no longer an elder now. Furthermore, I’m a cripple. There’s a 

possibility that ... I’ll never break through to the Divine Lord Realm too! There’s no benefit for you to 

follow me.” 

But Ning Tianping smiled and said, “Heh, others don’t believe Your Excellency, but I’m full of confidence 

in Your Excellency. If even Your Excellency isn’t able to break through to the Divine Lord Realm, that’s 

also too unjust. I’m following Your Excellency to wait for the day Your Excellency breaks through to the 

Divine Lord Realm, to also benefit from association with it.” 



Ye Yuan was moved in his heart, but scolding laughingly, “You ran out like this, if the Ning Family knew 

this, they would probably blame it all on me.” 

Ning Tianping chortled and said, “Would Your Excellency care about this? Heh heh, the elders meeting’s 

matter, I’ve also heard of it. But Your Excellency, don’t blame Family Head. Managing a large family clan, 

he naturally has to put benefits above all.” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Just a small matter, not worth mentioning. Alright, the tails are also cleaned 

up now, we should set off.” 

He waved a hand, a palace appeared before Ning Tianping’s eyes. His eyeballs were popping out as he 

cried out in shock, “Y-Y-Your Excellency, what’s this?” 

Regarding Ning Tianping’s reaction, Ye Yuan had long anticipated it and said with a smile, “Didn’t you 

see it? This is a spatial-type true god mystic treasure. Our journey in the future will be relying on it.” 

Ning Tianping opened his mouth wide as he said in disbelief, “T-True god mystic treasure! My God!” 

Ning Tianping nearly bit off his own tongue. This was a peak true god mystic treasure. Furthermore, it 

was an extremely rare spatial-type true god mystic treasure. 

Such a treasure, if let City Lord His Excellency knew, he would probably have wicked designs too, right? 

No wonder even a Celestial Deity powerhouse could not kill His Excellency the last time! It turns out that 

he actually hid in here! 

Ning Tianping was very smart. Ye Yuan displaying this trump card to him was equivalent to already truly 

acknowledging him, treating him as his own. 

Walking into the towering palace, Ning Tianping felt as if he entered another world. 

He suddenly thought of something and asked Ye Yuan, “Your Excellency, where are we going?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Heavenspan ... Mountain!” 

Ning Tianping’s entire body trembled, his eyes full of disbelief. 

... 

These several hundred years, Ye Yuan accumulated tens of billions of wealth. Using them to fly was 

more than plenty. 

Ye Yuan was not familiar with the Heavenspan World outside of the Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. But 

with Dustless, this living map, it was not to the extent of getting lost. 

After over a dozen years, the two people entered a capital city. 

This capital city was called Riverluck Capital City, a high-level capital city. 

Riverluck Capital City’s geographical location was very special. This place was out-of-the-way, at the 

juncture of several major forces. 



The forces here were very close and interlocked, with experts plentiful like clouds. The situation was 

very complicated. 

The reason why they came here was that Dustless told Ye Yuan that Riverluck Capital City might have 

Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone for sale. 

More than 400 years passed in a twinkle, the Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones were almost 

exhausted too. 

Searching for Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones was also one of Ye Yuan’s important objective of 

coming out. 

Walking on the streets of Riverluck Capital City, the streams of people did not rest all around, appearing 

very prosperous. 

However, in every street and alley, the skirmishes between some small factions could also be seen 

everywhere. 

According to what Dustless said, the major and minor factions here were intricately and complicatedly 

linked. Birth and death were a common occurrence. 

However, there were three major forces who were this capital city’s rulers. They were respectively the 

City Lord Manor, Sword Star Alliance, as well as the Blood Rainbow Manor. 

It was said that these three great forces all had seventh-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouses 

holding down the fort. 

In a capital city, having a seventh-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouse to hold down the fort was 

already extremely rare. 

This kind of place was heaven for some itinerant cultivators. They supplied each other’s needs here. 

Therefore, the trade here was also very developed. It was even much more flourishing compared to the 

Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

It was just in such a place, that Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones, this kind of rare and exotic 

treasure, have a possibility of appearing. 

“Your Excellency, something’s not right! Even if Riverluck Capital City has experts abundant like clouds, 

this is also too many, right? On this street, Divine Lord Realm powerhouses can be seen everywhere. It’s 

simply even more than Heavenly Eagle Imperial City!” Ning Tianping suddenly said. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head. Clearly, he also discovered a trace of an anomaly. 

The time they entered the city was not long, but just the Divine Lord Realm powerhouses, they saw 

several dozen! 

Although the vast majority of powerhouses among them were first-layered heaven Divine Lord, this 

number was also too exaggerated. 

Counting like this, the Divine Lord Realm powerhouses in the city currently, were at least several 

thousand people. 



This scale could even compare to some higher-level imperial cities already. 

“You go and find someone to inquire about it,” Ye Yuan said. 

Ning Tianping nodded his head, stopped a first-layered heaven Divine Lord, and asked, “Brother, is there 

some grand occasion in our Riverluck Capital City recently? Why are there so many Divine Lord Realm 

martial artists?” 

The moment that person saw Ning Tianping’s strength, he did not dare to slight Nian Tianping, but he 

still said in surprise, “You actually don’t know?” 

Ning Tianping could not help laughing as he said, “It’s because I don’t know that I asked you!” 

Only when that person saw that Ning Tianping’s expression did not seem to be joking that he said, 

“Riverluck Capital City’s northern wilderness’ Suppression Ancient Heaven Gate opens once every 3000 

years. At present, that long-awaited time is approaching. The divine lord realms of the ten imperial cities 

and capital cities in the vicinity of Riverluck Capital City all gathered here, wanting to enter the 

Suppression Ancient Heaven Gate to seek lucky chances. This Riverluck Capital City naturally has many 

Divine Lord Realm martial artists.” 

“Suppression Ancient Heaven Gate?” Ning Tianping said with a puzzled look, clearly never heard of it 

before. 

That person said, “The Suppression Ancient Heaven Gate is said to be left behind by a True God 

powerhouse. Large numbers of lucky chances were left behind inside. Cultivation methods, martial 

techniques, medicinal pills, even laws, there’s everything one can wish for. Someone had once obtained 

the True God powerhouse’s cultivation method inheritance inside, cultivating to the realm of True God!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1645: Pauper 

When Ning Tianping heard that martial artist’s words, his gaze could not help turning intent, his heart 

palpitating with eagerness. 

The True God Realm, that was a realm that he dreamed of! 

Except, even if his talent was outstanding, wanting to reach the Celestial Deity Realm was extremely, 

extremely difficult, let alone the True God Realm. 

Putting aside his own talent, just talking about Zheng Qi, Gao Yuan, Ling Zikun, those people, which of 

them were not heaven’s chosen of their generation when young? 

But several tens of thousands of years had passed, they were still stuck at the peak Divine Lord Realm. 

Ning Tianping understood that if not for the void spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill, it was also 

impossible for him to cultivate so quickly. 

He could forget about attaining his present realm without a thousand years. 

Furthermore, the further up, even if it was one level, breaking through was extremely arduous. 

Hence, in Ning Tianping’s heart, he had always been extremely respectful toward Ye Yuan. 
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After him, Ye Yuan never refined void spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pills again! 

To the outside, Ye Yuan just said that that time was an exceptional performance, the others were also 

deeply convinced. 

After all, void spirit divine-grade Vastsun Universe Pill was not some commonplace medicinal pill, able to 

refine when one wanted to refine. 

But Ning Tianping was his follower for so long, he was naturally aware just how terrifying Ye Yuan’s 

Alchemy Dao strength was. 

“So that’s how it is. Then in this Riverluck Capital City, is there a venue to trade treasures?” Ning 

Tianping asked. 

That martial artist said, “The places to trade in Riverluck Capital City are a lot. But to say the largest 

trading place, it belongs to the west-side city’s Heavenly Network Gathering. Heavenly Network 

Gathering is jointly established by the three great factions. There are all kinds of precious treasures 

inside. If Your Excellency wishes to trade, you can bring your follower over there to take a look.” 

Ning Tianping smiled and said, “Many thanks, Brother. But ... you got it wrong. This one is the lord, I’m 

just a small follower.” 

That martial artist looked at the two people leaving with a sluggish look when he heard that. What 

situation was this? 

No matter how one looked at it, Ning Tianping was also some major faction’s direct lineage disciple, 

ridiculously young. 

Such a genius disciple was a follower for an Origin Deity Realm? 

On the way, Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You don’t have to explain to him. Moreover, I also don’t have the 

intention of treating you as a follower.” 

Ning Tianping smiled and said, “Your Excellency, you’ll surely still can get the position of elder. My bit of 

strength is also just enough to be a follower for you. Posturing in front of you right now, when I get my 

face slapped, it would not be good.” 

Ye Yuan could not help smiling when he heard that. 

... 

Heavenly Network Gathering was a trading area that occupied a vast area. It was divided into three 

major regions, which were respectively under the jurisdiction of the three major forces. 

Each martial artist who entered here, regardless of whether setting up stalls or trading, had to pay a 

certain amount of divine essence stones. 

After Ye Yuan paid the divine essence stones for two, he brought Ning Tianping into the trading area. 

Ning Tianping grumbled and said, “How shady! We entered and haven’t done anything yet, and we paid 

100 thousand divine essence stones! There are so many people here, so how many divine essence 

stones will be collected in a day?” 



Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Many martial artists are keen to establish their own factions or join one. 

Because only with a powerful faction can one earn even more divine essence stones. Cultivation will also 

be more assured. Just like Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, entering inside similarly needs to pay a certain 

amount of divine essence stones. Back then, when I entered the city, I paid one million divine essence 

stones.” 

Ning Tianping had always been living in the inner-city. With the protection of the family, he was unable 

to understand the sorrow of bottom-level martial artists. 

Hearing Ye Yuan say so, it was really the case. 

No matter how powerful a person’s martial strength was, the divine essence stones that they could earn 

were also limited. 

But if one established a powerful faction, that was completely different. 

One could say that that was lying at home and collecting money. 

The two people toured one round. Ning Tianping looked around until he was extremely shocked. 

“Spiral Star Absolute Feather, Duize Mystic Lotus ... these are all extremely rare treasures. This place 

actually has them!” 

Ning Tianping was like someone who had never seen the world entering the dazzling human world with 

its myriad temptations, being dumbfounded by the rare and exotic treasures here. 

These were very seldom-seen treasures. This place actually had everything one could wish for. 

Ye Yuan did not shout excitedly like Ning Tianping, but he was also extremely surprised in his heart. 

It was no wonder Dustless made him come here. This place was truly the paradise for martial artists and 

alchemists. 

There were quite a few things that even he was somewhat moved too. 

“Boss, how much are you selling this Seven Treasure Profound Fruit for?” Ning Tianping could not resist 

coming before a small stall and asking about it. 

A person should not look at how this small stall was inconspicuous. There were quite a few good items. 

Ning Tianping cultivated water-attribute laws. This Seven Treasure Profound Fruit was a water-attribute 

spirit medicine. Even swallowing raw was very helpful to him too. 

The boss was a third-layered heaven Divine Lord too. Seeing Ning Tianping ask, his eyelids raised slightly 

and he said, “1.2 billion!” 

The corners of Ning Tianping’s mouth twitched fiercely and he said, “Boss, this is also too expensive. Can 

it be cheaper?” 

A rank four divine pill was also merely the price of two or three billion. This one spirit medicine was 

already 700 million. If refined into a medicinal pill, mixed with other spirit medicines, it would start at 

least 2 billion. 



Then how much was the medicinal pill refined worth? 

But this Seven Treasure Profound Fruit was indeed a rare item. If refined into a medicinal pill, it would at 

least start at 3 billion too. 

Looking at it this way, the price of 1.2 billion was also not considered too outrageous. 

It was just that, this way, Ye Yuan’s net worth of tens of billions did not seem to be a big deal looking at 

it now. 

Moreover, the majority of the time in these dozen over years was spent flying. He already depleted 

close to half of the divine essence stones. 

Counting this way, the few billions remaining were not enough to look at at all. 

That boos shot Ning Tianping a glance indifferently and said coolly, “Want to buy, buy. Not buying, get 

lost. Don’t disturb this old man from doing business!” 

Ning Tianping was young and spirit in the end. He was about to erupt on the spot. He said furiously, 

“What’s with your attitude?!” 

The boss said with a cold smile, “The things that this old man sells is naturally worth this price! In this 

Heavenly Network Gathering, don’t pretend to be capable if you don’t have money! Pauper, this place is 

beyond your ability!” 

Ning Tianping was enraged and roared, “Who are you saying doesn’t have money? Your father has 

plenty of money!” 

In his rage, he fished out a storage ring. But when his consciousness probed into the storage ring, he 

suddenly had an embarrassed look. 

He came out too hastily this time. He really could not take out so much divine essence stones on him. 

Ning Tianping’s current net worth was only 700 or 800 million. 

What kind of eyes did the boss have? Looking at Ning Tianping’s appearance, he knew that he had no 

money and said with a sneer, “Can’t take it out? Get lost to one side if you have no money, don’t 

interfere with this old man doing business!” 

Ning Tianping was livid, this boss was really too arrogant, to actually look down on him! 

Considering how he was the dignified Ning Family’s number one genius, when had he worried about 

money before? 

It was truly a tiger landing in a plain being bullied by a dog! 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan slowly took out a storage ring, placed it on the stall, and said coolly, “Boss, 1.2 

billion, you check.” 

The boss’ gaze sharpened slightly, only then, sized Ye Yuan up seriously. 

He even thought that Ye Yuan was the follower that Ning Tianping brought. Looking at it now, 

something seemed to be off. 



An Origin Deity Realm could actually take out 1.2 billion without batting an eyelid! 

Something was fishy! 

But Ning Tianping’s expression changed, and he said, “Brother Ye, how can this do?” 

He knew that Ye Yuan’s divine essence stones here were also not considered a lot. There was still great 

use. 

Taking out 1.2 billion all of a sudden was also a considerable burden to him, immediately feeling 

conflicted in his heart. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1646: Last Rank Stall 

 “What’s wrong with it? Keep it!” 

Ye Yuan took the Seven Treasure Profound Fruit and directly threw it to Ning Tianping. 

Ning Tianping caught it, feeling that it was very hot. 

Rank four items were greatly different from rank three items. They were easily measured in hundreds of 

millions. 

Without the support of a large family at the back, it was very hard to afford this kind of expenditure. 

Taking 1.2 billion, that boss could not be bothered to care about these two people, having a high and 

mighty appearance again. 

An Origin Deity Realm bringing so much money out, he knew that Ye Yuan was definitely already 

targeted by quite a few people. 

It was naturally alright for Ning Tianping. If Ye Yuan was alone by himself, someone would probably have 

designs on him. 

“Brother Ye, I’ll definitely think of a way to return this money to you!” Ning Tianping gritted his teeth 

and said. 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “Forget it! If you didn’t come out, I believe that this doesn’t matter to 

you. But now, what will you use to pay back?” 

Ning Tianping could not help choking when he heard that, but Ye Yuan turned and asked that boss, 

“Boss, I want to inquire from you, does the Heavenly Network Gathering have news about Myriad 

Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone?” 

The boss’ eyelids raised slightly and he said with some surprise, “You want Myriad Longevity Heavenly 

Soul Stones? What a coincidence, I have it here!” 

Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up and he said in surprise, “Boss, how many do you have? I’ll buy all!” 

The boss looked at Ye Yuan with a strange look and said, “Do you think Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul 

Stones are cabbages on the street? I only have a two-fist-sized piece on hand. If you want to buy, I’ll 

make it a bit cheaper for you, one billion!” 
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Ye Yuan nodded his head and took out another one billion divine essence stones, and bought the Myriad 

Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone. 

That boss was repeatedly astonished. He completely did not think that this Origin Deity Realm 

powerhouse’s net worth was even wealthier than most people at the Divine Lord Realms. 

“Boss, do you know what places still have Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones in the Heavenly 

Network Gathering?” Ye Yuan asked. 

This bit of Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones was not enough to fill the crevices between his teeth. 

The boss said in puzzlement, “What do you want so many Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones for? If 

it’s cultivation, such a large piece is sufficient for you to use. Moreover, even if you have some net 

worth, it probably can’t buy several pieces of Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones either, right?” 

On account of two billion he earned, the boss’s words finally became friendlier. 

Ye Yuan smiled, “Because of some special circumstances, I need large quantities of Myriad Longevity 

Heavenly Soul Stones. Please give a pointer or two. As for divine essence stones, this Ye has a way.” 

The boss said, “Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones are very cherished items. It’s also greatly 

beneficial to a martial artist’s cultivation. If not in urgent need of money, I also wouldn’t easily take it 

out to sell. Hence, how many Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones the Heavenly Network Gathering 

has, I’m not clear either. You can only go and inquire about it yourself. However … I know that half a 

month later, the three great factions will host an auction jointly. And one of the auction items is a 

Boundless Heavenly Soul Stone!” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned sharp and he cried out in shock, “Boss, is this true?” 

The boss said, “You go and inquire a bit and you’ll know, this matter isn’t some secret. But … this 

Boundless Heavenly Soul Stone’s price will definitely start from ten billion.” 

Boundless Heavenly Soul Stone was the higher-order form of the Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone. 

The energy provided was purer, the energy contained was also greater. 

It was just that compared to the Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone, Boundless Heavenly Soul Stones 

were rare until it made one’s hair stand on end. 

Ye Yuan did not expect to actually be able to encounter Boundless Heavenly Soul Stone here. 

But this way, wanting to win the bid for the Boundless Heavenly Soul Stone, the divine essence stones 

spent will likely reach a very horrifying level. 

With the number of divine essence stones in his hands right now, he probably could not even buy a hair. 

“Brother Ye, ten billion divine essence stones, this …” 

Even if Ning Tianping grew up in a honey pot since young, he was also taken aback with fright by this 

divine essence stone number. 

Ten billion divine essence stones, even when placed in the Ning Family, it was a substantial figure too. 



Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Originally, I wanted to keep a low profile, buy a few pieces of Myriad 

Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones, then leave. Looking at it now, I can’t keep a low-profile.” 

Ning Tianping’s entire body trembled and he said, “Brother Ye, you want to …” 

Ye Yuan said, “Let’s set up a stall too. Do my original profession.” 

Ning Tianping sucked in a deep breath, he knew what Ye Yuan meant. 

However, the boss was not convinced as he said, “You, an Origin Deity Realm, what can you sell to earn 

ten billion divine essence stones? Furthermore, the Suppression Ancient Heaven Gate is about to open, 

large groups of martial artists have gathered in the city. Now, the good stalls are all leased out already, 

even last-rank stalls probably don’t have many left either. It’s simply nothing more than wishful thinking 

for you to want to earn so many divine essence stones.” 

“Haha, this kid must have just arrived at Heavenly Network Gathering, and thinks that this place is a 

treasure basin? Just set up a stall and he can rack in a fortune?” 

“What does an Origin Deity Realm have to sell to be able to earn ten billion divine essence stones? This 

kid is daydreaming, right?” 

When the stall owners beside heard that Ye Yuan wanted to set up a stall too, they all had mocking 

looks. 

Rank three things, the prices simply had no way of comparing with rank four. 

Selling several dozen items tended to not even compare to one rank four items. 

Wanting to earn ten billion divine essence stones was basically not too possible. 

Ye Yuan just smiled and said, “Rest assured, my stall business will definitely be very popular.” 

The boss said with a big laugh, “Very popular? Hahaha, kid, you really don’t know the immensity of 

heaven and earth! Forget it, forget it, since you don’t listen to advice, you can very well go try it out 

yourself.” 

… 

Heavenly Network Gathering’s management area, a second-layered heaven Divine Lord martial artist 

darted Ye Yuan a glance and said, “First-rate stall, 100 million a day. Second-rate stall, 10 million a day. 

Third-rate stall, five million a day. Fourth-rate stall, one million a day. Last-rank stall … 100 thousand a 

day. Uh, the stalls in front are all full. Now, there’s only the last last-rank stall remaining, do you want or 

not?” 

The so-called first-rate stall was naturally the most visible location. The moment everyone entered the 

Heavenly Network Gathering, they would be able to see it. 

This kind of stall, as long as the things were good enough, earning tens of billions in a day, it was still 

possible. 

And that boss’s stall was merely a second-rate stall. 



As for last-rank stalls, they were naturally stalls at the corners. Normally, no one cared to show interest. 

Even items worth 100 thousand, there would be complaints of them being expensive. 

Because last-rank stalls might not even earn 100 thousand divine essence stones in a day. It was virtually 

a loss-making business. 

Ye Yuan was indifferent and said coolly, “Last-rank stall then, I want to rent half a month.” 

Ye Yuan paid the divine essence stones, took the token, and suddenly thought of something and asked, 

“Oh, right, how is the commission of last-rank stalls charged?” 

This token was not merely a symbol of occupancy, it could even monitor the divine essence stones 

undulations of each stall. 

Just like Ye Yuan’s transaction previously, actually, that boss’ token could already detect the 

approximate number of divine essence stones inside the storage rings. 

Good stalls, after the sales reached a certain amount, the Heavenly Network Gathering also had to 

collect a certain percentage. 

The higher the sale, the higher the commission! 

The three great factions went through so much effort to build such a market, they naturally wanted to 

fleece even more divine essence stones. 

Maintaining the operation of this market was not just by providing a venue, there was even the 

safeguard of stronger martial power. 

Inside the Heavenly Network Gathering, fighting was strictly prohibited. Otherwise, kill without mercy. 

At least in the Heavenly Network Gathering, martial artists were safe. 

That martial artist waved his hand impatiently and said, “What commission is charged for last-rank 

stalls? If you can sell the things, it’s your capability. Go, go, I’m still busy here!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1647: Medicinal Pill Shop 

Ning Tianping took the last three billion savings of Ye Yuan’s and went to buy rank three spirit 

medicines. 

This three billion was Ye Yuan’s final capital. 

Even the several billion divine essence stones inside the Purple Extreme Hall was squandered clean by 

Ye Yuan. 

Now, Ye Yuan was basically equivalent to penniless. 

Seeing his stall, Ye Yuan could not help smiling bitterly too. 

No wonder they did not even want a commission. The location of this stall, virtually no one would show 

interest. 
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Setting up a stall was a skill too. Those martial artists who frequently visited the market also understood 

that people who could not afford the stall fee naturally did not have any good stuff on hand. 

Therefore, these last-rank stall’s stall owners, normally, no one would care about them. 

Of course, right now, the martial artists in the city were numerous. The entire Heavenly Network 

Gathering was very hot, letting last-rank stalls have some popularity by association too. 

It was just that Ye Yuan’s stall was truly too remote. It could be said to be the last-rank stall among last-

rank stalls. 

When those martial artists strolled until the front, most of them ran out of interest, let alone talk about 

coming here. 

But Ye Yuan did not mind either. As long as someone came over, his reputation would naturally reach 

out. 

A stall owner next to him saw Ye Yuan come over to set up a stall. He came to greet out of boredom. 

“Hey, why did you rent this stall? Isn’t this being a sucker?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Doesn’t matter, as long as it’s a stall, it will do.” 

That stall owner was also bored out of his mind, finally finding a person to chit-chat with. seeing Ye Yuan 

say so, he could not help smiling as he said, “Heh, I’m also the same as you, don’t know anything at all, 

that’s why I rented this stall. In the end, I haven’t sold a single item until now too. Hey, what are you 

selling?” 

Ye Yuan also did not have the intention of keeping people a good distance away and said coolly, 

“Medicinal pills.” 

The moment that stall owner heard, he said with a contemptuous look, “Couldn’t tell that you’re still an 

alchemist! The stalls outside selling medicinal pills, if there isn’t a thousand, there’s also 800. Who’ll 

come to this corner to buy your medicinal pills?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “My medicinal pills, there is no need to worry about selling them.” 

When the stall owner heard, he burst into laughter and said, “Kid, you won’t shed tears until you see the 

coffin! You’re just a Three-star Alchemy God, right? The Four-star Alchemy Gods outside are not in the 

minority. They are selling rank three divine pills too. No matter how good your medicinal pills are, can it 

still compete with the Four-star Alchemy Gods?” 

Ye Yuan just smiled and said, “Can!” 

The stall owner was rendered speechless. He discovered that this kid was simply impervious to reason. 

At this time, Ye Yuan knocked out his banner unhurriedly, on it wrote ‘Medicinal Pill Shop” 

What an uncouth name! 

That stall owner could not help poking fun in his heart. 

However, Ye Yuan did not display his medicinal pills. He just hung a few signs on the booth. 



It was the prices of level one to level nine difficulty medicinal pills. Level one difficulty was 100 million, 

level nine difficulty was three billion. 

Seeing this price list, the stall owner beside him directly broke down. 

Was this kid here to be funny? 

One rank three divine pill being sold for three billion? 

You’re here to rob money, right?! 

Ordinary medicinal pill shops would display some of their proud works to attract customers, but Ye Yuan 

did not. 

Void spirit divine-grade divine pills were different from ordinary medicinal pills. Because it was 

incomparably pure, so it was also easier to volatilize the medicinal properties, affecting the medicinal 

effects from there. 

Hence, after forming the pill, Ye Yuan always used special techniques to seal it, then stored it inside 

storage rings. 

This kind of pocket storage ring was worthless, but the medicinal pills were incomparably precious. 

Taking it out to display, one must break the seal, affecting the medicinal properties from there. 

Hence, Ye Yuan’s small stall did not have any goods to show everyone at all. 

What he wanted to sell were all void spirit divine-grade medicinal pills! 

... 

“Little Junior Sister, these are all last-rank stalls. There is no good stuff. We’ve bought everything that 

should be bought, solet’s go back.” 

In front of last-rank stalls, a man and a woman, both youngsters, were currently strolling. 

The girl was in high spirits, but the guy was somewhat impatient already. 

These two people were the Sword Star Alliance’s disciples. The guy was called Zhao Jian, while the girl 

was called Su Ting. 

Su Ting smiled and said, “Eldest Senior Brother, if you feel bored, go back first. I’ll scour around here, 

maybe I can find good stuff?” 

The moment Zhao Jian heard, he shriveled up and said, “Little Junior Sister, last-rank stalls are all rented 

by some incompetent Origin Deity Realm martial artists. What good stuff can there be?” 

Su Ting said, “That might not be the case. The last time, didn’t Third Senior Brother find a pretty good 

martial technique here? He cultivated that martial technique and his strength increased greatly recently. 

You’re also aware.” 

Zhao Jian was speechless as he said, “He was a blind cat bumping into a dead rat.” 



Su Ting smiled and said, “Perhaps we can also bump into dead mice? There are so many martial artists in 

the city right now. Who knows whether this place is hiding some good things or not?” 

It seemed like shopping was a woman’s nature. This Su Ting did not find it tiring and just shopped all the 

way. 

Zhao Jian was helpless and could only accompany Su Ting too. 

He was interested in this little junior sister and naturally could not say anything. 

Shopping for more than two hours, logically speaking, it was impossible for Zhao Jian, this half-step 

Divine Lord powerhouse, to feel tired. 

But his feet actually seemed to have grown roots, unable to lift them anymore. 

“Little Junior Sister, you see ... I already told you, there is no good stuff here.” Zhao Jian saw that they 

were almost reaching the end and said again. 

Su Ting was indeed a little disappointed. She even thought that martial artists gathering in the city this 

time, there would be some good stuff. Did not expect that these last-rank stalls did not have anything. 

But seeing as they were almost reaching the end, she was also unresigned to leave just like this. Hence, 

she said, “Eldest Senior Brother, I know that you’re the best. Just a few stalls left, so accompany me to 

see things till the end, alright?” 

This move was rather ruthless. Zhao Jian’s bones almost turned limp. He could only nod. He said, 

“Alright, alright. Either way, there’s also not many left.” 

After looking at several more, there was still nothing. Even Su Ting herself was almost giving up. 

Suddenly, Su Ting looked at a small booth in the corner-most area rather curiously. 

This stall was too remote and also too small. If one did not pay attention, they could not even see it. 

What attracted her attention was that that stall actually did not have a single item. 

“Medicinal Pill Shop, what an uncouth name! Boss, you’re selling medicinal pills, why isn’t there even a 

medicinal bottle?” Su Ting asked Ye Yuan with a curious look. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “It isn’t convenient to take out my medicinal pills. What medicinal pills you require, 

you can directly tell me.” 

Su Ting opened her eyes wide and said with a curious look, “There are actually still medicinal pills that 

can’t be taken out? Your meaning is that you have every medicinal pill?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Commonly used ones basically all have. Some uncommon medicinal pills, 

there are also quite a few. If there isn’t, I can help you to refine right now. Three hours will do.” 

Zhao Jian listened by the side, feeling that Ye Yuan boasted a little too much. 

His gaze suddenly turned sharp, seeing the sign Ye Yuan hung up, and cried out in shock, “One rank 

three divine pill, you’re selling for three billion divine essence stones? Are you robbing people of their 

money?” 



When Ye Yuan heard it, he just said coolly, “Selling at this price is naturally because the medicinal pill is 

worth this price.” 

Zhao Jian shouted at the top of his voice, “What medicinal pill is worth three billion, you tell me!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1648: Free Publicity 

“Void spirit divine-grade!” Ye Yuan lightly spat out four words from his mouth. 

Zhao Jian laughed loudly when he heard it and said, “Kid, I see that you’re not here to sell medicinal 

pills, you’re here to swindle and deceive people, right? Claiming void spirit divine-grade, you’re not 

scared of spraining your tongue when bragging! In this Riverluck Capital City, there has yet to be any 

alchemist who dared to make this boast of being able to refine void spirit divine-grade medicinal pills. 

Who the hell do you think you are?” 

Su Ting was not as domineering as Zhao Jian, but she also did not believe Ye Yuan’s words at all. 

In her heart, she already designated Ye Yuan as a liar. 

“Forget it, Eldest Senior Brother. Let’s go.” Su Ting said. 

But Zhao Jian said, “Little Junior Sister, this kind of swindler at the Heavenly Network Gathering, even 

though it’s a last-rank stall, we can’t smash our own signboard too! Wait for me to expose this cheat, 

then have Martial Uncle they all chase this punk out of Heavenly Network Gathering!” 

Su Ting thought about it, feeling that what Zhao Jian said had a point too. Hence, she fell silent. 

Zhao Jian’s voice was very loud. Those watching a show did not mind matters blowing up. 

Originally, this side was very out-of-the-way, his loud voice attracted many martial artists instead. 

In this small corner, quite a number of people crowded for a moment. 

“What this kid is selling is void spirit divine pills? Heh heh, most likely is a swindler, right?” 

“I’ve lived for ten thousand years and have yet to see before what void spirit divine pills look like!” 

“There’s all available from level one to level nine. He’s merely an Origin Deity Realm. At most, he’s also 

just a Three-star Alchemy God. Can he still refine level nine difficulty divine pills?” 

... 

Toward Ye Yuan’s medicinal pills, everyone all had skeptical attitudes. 

After all, void spirit divine pills were rare until it made people’s hair stand on end. 

Zhao Jian looked at Ye Yuan and said with a cold smile, “Kid, one billion divine essence stones, is it? I’ll 

pay, so you take a void spirit divine-grade rank three divine pill for me to see!” 

Said that he was paying, but he did not have the intention of paying at all. 

Zhao Jian already ascertained that Ye Yuan was a swindler, how could he possibly be a sucker, giving Ye 

Yuan a billion divine essence stones? 
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How could Ye Yuan not see through his thoughts? He said coolly, “The money in one hand, the goods in 

the other. I don’t have time to play house with a snotty brat like you.” 

Snotty brat? 

Zhao Jian broke down. It seemed like you were not even as old as me, right? 

“Pfff!” 

Ye Yuan had a serious appearance, tickling Su Ting. 

But Zhao Jian somewhat turned angry from embarrassment and said, “You’re not taking it out, right? I 

knew that you were a swindler! Humph! Snotty brat? I’m the Sword Star Alliance’s head disciple! You 

dare to deceive and beguile people on our Sword Star Alliance’s territory, so I’ll smash your signboard 

right now!” 

Zhao Jian’s words made the surrounding people burst out in surprise. 

They did not expect that these two people, their background was actually so prestigious. 

Now, there was a good show to watch! 

Sure enough, Zhao Jian directly smacked a palm over and was actually going to directly smash Ye Yuan’s 

signboard. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned dark and suddenly smacked a palm over, and actually reached first despite 

launching later. 

Bang! 

Zhao Jian’s entire person flew out backward. Fortunately, the surrounding people were many, the 

powerhouses were also quite a lot. 

They propped him with palm force on account of the Sword Star Alliance’s face, that was how he was 

not overly wretched. 

However, the surrounding people all looked at Ye Yuan with an incomparable shock. 

This kid only had grand completion Origin Deity cultivation, but he smacked the half-step Divine Lord 

Zhao Jian flying with a casual palm. 

His strength was rather daunting! 

Zhao Jian was in a difficult position, feeling that he lost face in front of Little Junior Sister, and said in a 

great rage, “You dare to attack me?” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned cold and he said in a cold voice, “It’s not that you can’t inspect the goods. You 

spend money to buy a medicinal pill and you’ll naturally know the truth from false! But you were going 

to ruin my signboard indiscriminately! Is this how your Sword Star Alliance does things? Saying that I’m 

deceiving and beguiling people, it is also not that you can’t, but you must show the proof! Keep on being 

so arrogant and domineering, it wouldn’t be so simple next time!” 

Zhao Jian could not help choking, being awed by Ye Yuan’s powerful aura. 



If it was just now, he would naturally dismiss this threat with a scoff. 

But now, he knew that Ye Yuan had this strength. 

Just now, he indeed pulled his punches already! 

But shrinking back like this, he could not stomach this. He said angrily, “Fine! I want to see what kind of 

panacea you’re selling! Here is a billion divine essence stones, give me a medicinal pill, I want to expose 

you in public!” 

As he said, he smacked a storage ring on the stall. 

Ye Yuan received the storage ring, checked the divine essence stones, and said coolly, “What medicinal 

pill do you want?” 

Zhao Jian thought about it and said, “I’ll have a most ordinary Vast Essence Pill!” 

Vast Essence Pill was the medicinal pill that Origin Deity Realm martial artists used to cultivate. It was 

similar to the Divine Essence Pill. 

Divine-grade Vast Essence Pill would also appear every few years at Riverluck Capital City. Each time, it 

would be hiked to a sky-high price. The highest time, it even reached 80 million divine essence stones! 

As for void spirit divine-grade, it never appeared once. 

Looking at it this way, if Ye Yuan really took out a void spirit divine-grade Vast Essence Pill, selling for the 

price of one billion was considered very cheap. 

Everyone’s gaze focused on Ye Yuan. Now, he even took out the money, you could not attack and beat 

people, right? 

Under everyone’s stare, Ye Yuan fished out a storage ring, threw it to Zhao Jian, and he said coolly, 

“Your Vast Essence Pill.” 

Zhao Jian sneered incessantly in his heart. He totally did not believe that Ye Yuan could take out a void 

spirit divine pill, even if it was the most ordinary Vast Essence Pill. 

Pretending! 

I see when you pretend until! 

He reached his hand out, received the storage ring, divine sense probing inside. A surge of medicinal 

strength instantly impacted his divine sense. 

What thick medicinal strength! 

Can it ... really be void spirit divine-grade? 

Now, everyone’s attention was focused on Zhao Jian. His expression changed. Everyone took it into their 

sights. 

Everyone was extremely surprised in their hearts, could it really be a void spirit divine pill? 



“Humph! At least you still have some capability in counterfeiting, making it like it’s real! But ... I want to 

test the pill on the spot!” Zhao Jian said with a cold smile. 

Until now, he still did not believe that what Ye Yuan took out was void spirit divine-grade. 

People selling fake medicinal pills naturally would not be exposed so easily. 

Everyone transacted face-to-face, if it was really that easy to differentiate, they would lose all decorum 

on the spot. 

Those people who make counterfeits had different levels. Some people’s strengths were very powerful, 

making the medicinal pill’s medicinal strength difficult to differentiate truth from falsehood. 

But, if one tested the pill on the spot, that was different. 

The effect was clear at a glance! 

Ye Yuan said with a calm look, “Whatever you want.” 

Real gold was not afraid of fire. Could his, Ye Yuan’s, medicinal pill, still be accused as a fake? 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan understood the situation. Zhao Jian doing so was simply the best for him. He 

naturally did not have the reason to stop it. 

Ye Yuan thought highly of himself and was not willing to do the promotion of wares. 

But Zhao Jian taking the initiative to help, he also did not have reason to refuse. 

Currently, this situation was simply like playing a two-man act, the coordination rather tacit. 

Zhao Jian handed the storage ring to Su Ting and said, “Little Junior Sister, you come and test the pill!” 

Su Ting was very curious too, hence, she took the storage ring. 

Zhao Jian was already half-step Divine Lord, even if give him a spiritlink divine pill, the divine essence 

within his body also could not possibly increase the least bit. 

Su Ting was currently peak middle-stage Origin Deity, even if this was a fake medicinal pill, it more or 

less still had some help to her. 

To be able to make the medicinal strength so realistic, this medicinal pill naturally did not have major 

problems. It just had some tricks done to the quality. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1649: Causing a Sensation 

Everyone left a clear space for Su Ting, letting her refine the medicinal pill. 

Su Ting did not harbor much hope. Void spirit divine-grade pills were not cabbages, able to be bought 

wholesale casually. 

If Ye Yuan said that he only had a void spirit divine-grade Vast Essence Pill, it would be somewhat 

believable. 
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But Ye Yuan’s meaning was clearly that his medicinal pills were all void spirit divine pills. This was a little 

too nonsensical. 

“This kid is really calm enough. They are already about to test the pill and he’s still so calm.” 

“Haha, it’s not over until it’s over!” 

“I remember more than ten years ago, someone selling fake medicinal pills in the Heavenly Network 

Gathering was exposed. Later, that person was directly beaten to a cripple by the three great factions.” 

“This kid has some strength, but compared to the three great factions, it’s still too far off.” 

... 

The surrounding martial artists were all waiting to see the joke. This matter today was stirred up so big 

that there was probably no way to resolve it anymore. 

Heavenly Network Gathering was a trading venue renown far and wide, the three major factions still 

cherished their reputation more. 

One discovered that someone was swindling, they would deal a ruthless blow. 

Firstly, it could establish awe. Secondly, it could rectify their name. 

Once the seal opened, a thick medicinal fragrance instantly swept throughout the whole place. 

“What a thick medicinal fragrance!” 

“What a terrifying medicinal strength!” 

“This Vast Essence Pill would really be void spirit divine-grade, right?” 

... 

Everyone’s faces suddenly changed. The higher the quality of the medicinal pill, the thicker the 

medicinal fragrance, and the stronger the medicinal strength that effused. 

This Vast Essence Pill in Su Ting’s hand was clearly extraordinary. 

“What’s all the fuss about! Medicinal fragrance and medicinal strength can all be faked. The true quality 

of a medicinal pill still needs after refining before one can know!” Although Zhao Jian was alarmed in his 

heart, he still remained stubborn. 

But what he said was also right, if not a medicinal pill refined on the spot, these things could indeed be 

falsified. 

But Ye Yuan said coolly, “Hurry up and refine it. The longer you delay, the more severe the medicinal 

strength’s dissipation.” 

Su Ting was also slightly shocked in her heart, hurriedly stuffing the medicinal pill into her mouth. 

A surge of incredible medicinal strength instantly exploded in Su Ting’s mouth and abdomen. 



The horrifying divine essence scoured her four limbs and bones like tidewaters, making her have a 

feeling of suddenly feeling refreshed. 

Su Ting felt like every pore in her body seemed to have loosened up. 

Rumble! 

The bottleneck of late-stage Origin Deity Realm was naturally burst through by this surge of medicinal 

strength. 

“What a powerful divine essence undulation! She’s about to break through!” 

“What a terrifying medicinal strength! Is ... Is this void spirit divine-grade?” 

“One Vast Essence Pill and she can break through to the late-stage Origin Deity Realm, this ... this one 

billion divine essence stones was spent too worthwhile!” 

... 

Cries of exclamations sounded out everywhere. 

Vast Essence Pill was just a medicinal pill that increased divine essence and did not have the effect of 

breaking through bottlenecks. 

To Su Ting, swallowing another 100 or even 1000 ordinary Vast Essence Pills, and it was also impossible 

to burst through the bottleneck easily. 

But the medicinal effect of Ye Yuan’s medicinal pill was too strong. Plus, Su Ting was originally stuck at 

the bottleneck. Under the stimulation of the powerful medicinal effect, that was how she burst through 

the bottleneck in one go! 

The spiritual energy in the Heavenly Network Gathering surged and condensed over, alarming even 

more martial artists. 

Breaking through at Heavenly Network Gathering, this kind of place, was a very rare phenomenon. 

Everyone all wanted to know what happened. 

Therefore, the martial artists at the peripherals gathered one after another in the direction where the 

spiritual energy concentrated. 

The stream of people at the originally extremely remote last-rank stalls became more and more. 

Very soon, it was packed until not even water could seep through. 

But the more it was like this, the greater everyone’s curiosity. 

Those who could not squeeze in were all inquiring one after another, wanting to know what happened 

inside. 

All of a sudden, the entire Heavenly Network Gathering became a mess. 

The abnormality at this side finally startled the three great factions. 



The Heavenly Network Gathering had existed for God knows how many years already, such a thing that 

never happened before. 

The three great factions were afraid of a mutiny happening and made a response very quickly, sending 

out powerhouses to hold down the fort one after another. 

“Don’t squeeze inside anymore! Keep squeezing inside and it’s tantamount to causing trouble! 

Offenders will be killed without mercy!” 

A sixth-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouses shouted at the top of voice, releasing a powerful realm 

suppression, finally making those people somewhat loosen up. 

Finally, under the suppression of the three great factions’ powerhouses, the martial artists at the 

peripherals were finally dispersed. 

But the last-rank stalls place was still surrounded until not even a drop of water could trickle through. 

Su Ting slowly opened her eyes, her eyes flashing with rays of brilliant light, feeling like she had 

inexhaustible energy to vent. 

She knew that the medicinal pill’s medicinal effect was not completely refined. 

Su Ting only wanted to find a place to enter seclusion as soon as possible and refine the medicinal 

strength as quickly as possible. 

Zhao Jian looked at Su Ting with blank eyes, already shocked until he could not be more shocked. 

“L-Little Junior Sister?” Zhao Jian said stammeringly. 

Su Ting sucked in a deep breath and slowly said, “That’s right, it’s a genuine void spirit divine pill!” 

Murmur! 

The surrounding martial artists thoroughly exploded! 

Even though everyone already had an answer in their hearts, hearing Su Ting say it personally, that was 

another matter altogether. 

“It’s really a void spirit divine pill!” 

“My God, I have lived for so long and have yet to see before a void spirit divine pill!” 

“A Vast Essence Pill and she could breakthrough to late-stage Origin Deity Realm, it’s indeed well-

deserving of being a void spirit divine pill!” 

... 

Su Ting slowly got up and said to Ye Yuan with cupped fists, “Master, just now, the two of us brother and 

sister have offended greatly, please be magnanimous enough to forgive!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “No worries.” 

Ye Yuan knew that void spirit divine pills were very hard to believe, therefore, their reactions were 

within expectations. He naturally would not mind. 



Su Ting said, “May I ask Master, are the medicinal pills in your hands all void spirit divine-grade?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Pretty much. There are some that the grade isn’t high, but anyone wants 

them, it can be a little cheaper. 50 million a pill.” 

“...” 

Everyone was speechless, this not high grade ... was referring to divine-grade, right? 

There was no way a heaven-grade medicinal pill could sell for 50 million! 

But this was not the most important thing, the most important thing was that the medicinal pills in Ye 

Yuan’s hands were ... all void spirit divine pills!” 

This was terrifying! 

“Master, I also want a Vast Essence Pill! Here are one billion divine essence stones!” 

“Master, I have 500 million here, I want a Flying Spirit Pill!” 

“Master, I have 700 million here! I want a Heavenly Treasure Whitemoon Pill!” 

... 

In practically an instant, Zhao Jian and Su Ting were engulfed. 

At this time, who still cared about what Sword Star Alliance? Buying a void spirit divine pill was the most 

important thing! 

Ye Yuan suddenly discovered that in front of him were all hands, he could not see anything at all. 

Those hands were all holding storage rings. Inside those storage rings were all glistening divine essence 

stones! 

Among them, there were even quite a number of Divine Lord Realm powerhouses. 

No matter whether itinerant cultivators or martial artists with factions, who did not have a junior? 

One billion divine essence stones and they could buy a rank three void spirit divine pill, miss this chance 

and it would not come again! 

“Enough!” 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan mustered up divine essence, his voice akin to rolling thunder, overwhelming 

everyone all of a sudden. 

Only after seeing everyone became quiet did Ye Yuan say, “Want to buy medicinal pills, line up first! You 

all like this, I won’t sell a single one!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1650: Astronomical Figure 

The entire city was in a stir! 
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Inside the Heavenly Spiritual Pill, a small medicinal pills shop that only sold void spirit divine pills actually 

appeared. 

This matter was akin to the wind, spreading throughout the entire capital city at an extremely fast 

speed. 

In front of Ye Yuan’s Medicinal Pill Shop, a long line already formed, with no end in sight. 

Among the people queuing, Divine Lord Realm powerhouses were in the majority. 

Although the medicinal pills were good, not many of those Origin Deity Realm itinerant cultivators were 

able to afford the price of hundreds of millions of divine essence stones. 

Even the most ordinary medicinal pill, it was very hard for them to afford to buy one. 

At the back row of the line, someone complained, saying, “Such a long line, how long do we have to 

queue until?!” 

Another person said, “Then what can you do? That master said those who simply cut the queue won’t 

be sold medicinal pills! Heavenly Network Gathering was jointly established by the three great factions, 

so do you dare to cause trouble?” 

“But such a long queue, no matter how many void spirit divine pills that master has, it will be sold out 

too!” 

“I heard that if there’s Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones, they can have priority in exchanging for 

medicinal pills. But sadly, I don’t have any. Sigh!” 

... 

Right now, the popularity of Medicinal Pill Shop was so explosive. Ye Yuan also released a statement, 

saying that anyone who had Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones could have the priority in 

purchasing void spirit divine pills. 

In a short half a day, he collected three pieces of Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones. 

Of course, he also traded several more expensive medicinal pills out. 

In this half a day’s time, Ye Yuan already sold hundreds of medicinal pills. His pockets started to bulge 

again. 

In a short half a day’s time, he made more than ten billion. 

Deducting away the cost of these medicinal pills, Ye Yuan also made a net profit of seven to eight billion. 

The medicinal pills that Ye Yuan sold currently, low difficulty ones were in the majority. 

Not everyone could take out one or two billion divine essence stones to purchase those extremely 

difficult medicinal pills. 

“Alright, let’s stop here today. Pack up the stall! Those who need medicinal pills, please be early 

tomorrow.” 



The sky was getting dark, Ye Yuan directly gave the order to chase away the customers. 

With this, everyone exploded. 

“Don’t! Finally managed to reach the end of the queue, why did you pack up the stall?” 

“Are you kidding? Who does business like you?” 

“Hey, kid! Your father queued for half a day, now, you’re telling me closing up the stall? If you dare to 

go, I will exterminate you!” 

Ye Yuan gave that first-layered heaven Divine Lord a glance coldly and said coolly, “Very good, I’ve 

remembered you. You can forget about buying a single medicinal pill from my place. Even if you have 

money, it won’t work either!” 

That first-layered heaven Divine Lord obviously had a short fuse as he said angrily, “Fine, you have balls! 

If you have the capabilities, don’t go out of the Heavenly Network Gathering! Otherwise, this father of 

yours will break your legs!” 

Suddenly, a powerful aura locked onto him and said coldly, “Why? You want to make a move against 

Brother Ye?” 

That first-layered heaven Divine Lord’s back turned cold, his expression instantly becoming 

incomparably ugly. 

This aura was clearly released by a third-layered heaven Divine Lord. Who was it if not Ning Tianping? 

“I ... h-haha, just kidding, was kidding around just now. How can I dare to offend Master?” 

Yielded in one second! 

That first-layered heaven Divine Lord even thought that Ye Yuan was alone. Who knew that there was 

actually still a third-layered heaven Divine Lord backing Ye Yuan from behind? 

“Good that you don’t dare. Otherwise ... you won’t see tomorrow’s sun! Humph!” Ning Tianping said 

with a cold snort. 

The person sweated profusely and repeatedly said that he did not dare, and he was scared away 

frightened out of his wits. 

Ning Tianping came to Ye Yuan’s side, passed him a storage ring, and said, “Brother Ye, the medicinal 

herbs that you want, I’ve bought them!” 

Ye Yuan gave Ning Tianping a very long list. Ning Tianping ran for a whole day, virtually running all over 

the whole city, before buying all of these spirit medicines. 

He had not returned yet and already knew that a medicinal pill big shot appeared in the city, causing a 

sensation in the entire city. 

Returning to take a look, this was a spectacle to behold! 

In the past, His Excellency had never worried about money before. This time, pressing him into a corner, 

the momentum released was really tremendous! 



Ye Yuan received the spirit medicines and said with a nod, “Thank you for your effort. Let’s find a place 

to rest first. Tomorrow, we’ll come over to set up the stall again.” 

Ye Yuan brought Ning Tianping and left, leaving behind everyone looking at each other. 

Left just like this? 

What the hell?! 

To martial artists, forget about one day, even not resting for a year was also nothing. 

Therefore, the Heavenly Network Gathering actually operated 24 hours a day. 

Although the people at night were fewer, the number of people was still a lot. 

The booth fees were already paid, so how could one still find a place to rest? 

Wasn’t this wasting divine essence stones? 

Uh ... hang on, the rental fee for last-rank stalls seemed to be just 100 thousand divine essence stones a 

day. It was not even enough for the change for one of Master’s medicinal pills. 

“Uh, all scatter then! Tomorrow, come and queue up early!” 

“Seriously, have money and he doesn’t even want to earn!” 

“Heh heh, what the hell do you know?! Void spirit divine pills don’t need to worry about selling at all. 

Even if he sells for two hours a day, you’ll also have to wait respectfully!” 

... 

Everyone rose in tumult and dispersed. Following Ye Yuan’s departure, the Heavenly Network Gathering 

returned to its original appearance. 

On the way, Ning Tianping asked impatiently, “Heh, Your Excellency, how was today’s gains?” 

Ye Yuan mused for a bit and said, “Roughly calculating, there’s roughly 17 or 18 billion.” 

Ning Tianping opened his mouth wide and said with a look of disbelief, “So ... So fast? Your Excellency, 

you’re really too crazy! You setting up a stall for a day already catches up to my Ning Family’s one year 

of income!” 

Although Ning Tianping was long mentally prepared, he was still taken aback with fright by the figure Ye 

Yuan said. 

One had to know, the Ning Family, this kind of imperial city’s major family, their one year’s net profit 

was also merely 20 over billion. 

But Ye Yuan set up a stall here for less than a day and earned the family’s annual income. This was also 

too crazy. 

He knew that Ye Yuan rented the stall for ten days. After these ten days, wouldn’t it be 200 billion divine 

essence stones? 



200 billion ... 

This was simply an astronomical figure! 

The more Ning Tianping thought, the more shocked he got. He never knew that earning money turned 

out to be so easy. 

His Excellency was simply a money-making machine! 

Ye Yuan seemed to know what he was thinking and said with a smile, “What are you thinking? These 

medicinal pills were all accumulated by me over several hundred years. Only selling them at one time 

will have this kind of effect. If really let me refine them, then even if I continuously refine pills day and 

night, it’s also impossible to have this kind of money-making speed!” 

Ning Tianping smacked his lips and said, “That’s also very impressive already! It’s also only Your 

Excellency that can accomplish this kind of thing. If it were others, under this kind of situation, there is 

nothing apart from despair!” 

The two people walked and just walked out of the Heavenly Network Gathering when three groups of 

people came over from three different directions. 

The one in the lead was actually a sixth-layered heaven Divine Lord powerhouse! 

No need to ask, these three teams were definitely sent by the three major forces. 

The sixth-layered heaven Divine Lord on the right-hand side said to Ye Yuan with cupped fists, “Little 

Brother Ye Yuan, our alliance chief invites you to the manor for a chat, please honor with a visit!” 

Behind him was Zhao Jian. Su Ting’s figure was nowhere to be seen. Clearly, she went into a retreat 

already. 

That sixth-layered heaven Divine Lord in the middle glared at Du Mingliang and said, “Du Mingliang, you 

dare to snatch people from our City Lord Manor?” 

At this time, that sixth-layered heaven Divine Lord on the left also opened his mouth and said, “Little 

Brother Ye Yuan, our Blood Rainbow Manor sincerely invites you to our manor for a chat!” 


